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Abstract 

This paper dwells on the issues related to over tourism and spot lights the immediate strategies needed 

towards containing unconstructive influences of over tourism. Over Tourism is a new concept in tourism 

language. In recent years negative influences are visible. Over tourism has been recurring in the world’s most 

popular destinations warning of the consequences of mass tourism.  while proposing solutions to the problem 

countries have become mute spectators to the increasing environmental issues. Even though tourism has surpassed 

1.5 billion international tourists’ arrival the 10th consecutive year of growth is a cause for celebration,  but the 

development of the sector also needs to be considered following augmented impact on  socio cultural lives of the 

local residents.. The causes of the phenomenon are very clear,  In addition to the increase in the f global travel 

the ease of increase in maritime tourism. The greater number of air connections between destinations the over 

tourism has become a chief concern for an increasing number of destinations as tourism number continue to grow 

, stimulated by general economic and technological growth and the expansion of the  global middle class. This 

coupled with relentless promotion of tourism by many organizations and destinations has increased tourism 

despite growing opposition to excessive development. There is a need to think of taking a multi disciplinary 

approach to review and explain issues of over tourism. 
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Introduction 

Over Tourism suffering destinations; 

1. Venice 

2. Paris 

3. Barcelona 

4. Machu Pichu 

5. Santorini  

With a population of 850.000 Amsterdam receives more than 20 million tourists every year during all seasons.  

Over Tourism  - although tourism is responsible for the annual inflow of 82 billion Euros into the Dutch economy 

the city has decided to fight firmly against excessive tourism. in 2019 the  Dutch tourism authorities decided to 

stop advertising the tourist destinations In addition the city council declared the end of the constructions of new 
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hotels souvenir shops and in 2018 the famous  Amsterdam sign was removed at the request of the residents as the 

site was an eye catcher for a crowd of tourists outside the  Rijksmuseum It is impossible to know how mass 

tourism will harm these destinations in the future both regarding the residents and the environment Some places 

indicate that the consequences of over tourism will be cruel. Cruises have already caused significant 

environmental damage to the waterways and lagoons of Venice the city has been implemented a tourism tax 

ranging from 2.5 to 10 ruros to make tourist activity more sustainable. the lack of electricity and water in the 

famous Greek islands Mykonos  is a reality caused by the high number of tourists and lack of infrastructure to 

support this increase. in June 2018 Thailand most famous beach was temporarily  closed to  over tourism in the 

eco system. Over Tourism damages caused 

Sl Destination  Country  

1 China wall  China  

2 Maya bay  Thailand  

3 Mount Everest  Nepal  

4 Taj mahal  India  

5 National Park  Japan  

6 Bali  Indonesia  

Over Tourism characteristics-  Tourism establishes firmly in  popular destinations. The growth of tourism can 

lead to conflicts over the use of space between residents, commuters, day visitors and overnight tourists.  Although 

much attention is currently given to contain over tourism in cities it can also be observed through its spread in 

country side , abandoned hamlets,   rural destinations or in islands.  

Conceptual understanding -Over Tourism is defined as management of carrying capacity of a tourist 

destination. It refers to management of overcrowding and over exploitation of the resources of the specific tourist 

destination. Over tourism which is often equated with mass tourism is wrong. Mass tourism means large groups 

of tourists coming to the same destinations, while over tourism is  

Factors of over tourism-  Over tourism is not caused by overnight tourist activities. In recent years, developments 

within tourism and outside tourism have increased contact between residents and visitors and made the impact of 

tourism more noticeable. The below listed factors are  influencing the over tourism. 

1.  Influence Online services   

2.  Influence Attractive cruise travel 

3.  Influence Increased urbanization  

4.  Influence Low cost airlines / air travel simplification 

5.  Influence population growth  

6.  Influence Social media 

1.  Increasing Influence of  Online services-  – the Airbnb and similar online accommodation services  

is leading to increase in tourist due  to lower prices compared to hotels and restaurants establishments 

often  simpler booking procedures and a wider choice of accommodation mostly private apartments or 

houses.  

2. Increasing Influence of Attractive cruises- the cruise tourism is gaining popularity since last 20 years. 

World has seen a great increase in number of people who are opting to take up tourism because of the 
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larger cruises and the attractions they provide. The cruises are becoming more and bigger day by day. 

The cruises today hold more than 3 -5 thousand people and all these people when they get down to visit 

a destination at a time over tourism is nothing but becomes inescapable. Cruise tourism is also becoming 

a popular craze among celebrities, sports people and wealthy people.  

3. Increasing Influence of urbanization - The increasing influence of urbanization is one of the 

supportive factors which is causing over tourism. Last 50 years has seen tremendous growth in urban 

population. The number of  People who come in search of a livelihood or employment  in urban 

neighbourhoods is increasing This number has  almost doubled since 1990. Cities of Bombay , Chennai, 

Bangalore , Pune , Delhi , Calcutta, Nagpur, Mysore , Patna, Allahabad, Hyderabad etc have been 

gripping under heavy urbanization process.  ,  

4.  Increasing Influence of Low cost airlines-  Following liberalization policy , Airline travel has become 

more cheaper and affordable. The Number of domestic Airline corporations have also increased their 

bookings since 1990. The competitive air travel rates have made it easier for people to travel more often 

to place of their interest. There are a large number of airliners who offer economical rates for people. 

They come with seasonal discount, annual concessions, reduced and attractive pay back offers etc. 

5. Increasing Influence of population growth – the tourism sector is suffering from over population. It 

is seen that sine last 50 years population growth has almost doubled. More and more people want to 

take up travelling. In India too, the rise of population level especially youth population is the main 

reason for rise in travellers. It is often seen that  youth wish to take up travel more readily and explore 

unknown destinations along with tour groups , or solo travel.  This world has become too small for 

them. Youth are very exploring, dare and nature loving. Thanks to online support for ticket booking , 

destination choosing, hotel booking , etc., The online services has become too handy for them to choose 

destinations.  

6. Increasing Influence of social media- the increased communication comforts have been the prime 

cause of over tourism. Social media is influencing people to take up various modes of transport through 

online booking and such other easier ways.  Social media influences people to take up travelling and 

getting identified through these travels. Youth are attracted to visit tourism destinations as they are 

directly influenced by social media plat forms.  

Strategies to deal with over tourism - the following are the strategies taken  up across the globe towards 

containing  evil impact of over tourism. The making of the tourism policy  need to dwell upon combating over 

tourism  issues as well as listed below .  

1.  Collection and monitoring tourism activities  

2.  Promotion of diversified tourism activities   

3.  Effective use of tourism policy guidelines  

4.  Close Supervision and scrutiny 

5.  Strategies towards alternate tourism activities  

6.  Expansion of   physical infrastructure   

7.  Creation of   sustainable growth strategy  

 

1. Collection and monitoring tourism activities-  Collecting data about feedback / responses of the local 

residents regarding general tourism activities in their area.   Monitoring the collected data and taking 

measures to deal with the local resident’s feedback on first serve basis.  
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2. Promotion of diversified tourism activities-  Promoting new and special interest  itineraries and 

attractions s that people crowding the most popular itineraries be sidelined 

3. Effective use of tourism policy guidelines- Making effective use of tourism guide lines such as 

supervising the seasonality, timings, listed activities at destinations etc more closely so as to avoid breach 

of tourism laws and regulations.  

4. Close Supervision and scrutiny-  Ensuring that local residents and local communities really benefit from 

the tourist activities without disturbing their socio- cultural life. 

5. Strategies towards alternate tourism activities- Developing strategies towards the physical dispersion 

of crowds among different attractions within a city or within specified destinations.  

6. Expansion of   physical infrastructure  -Expanding infrastructure  so as to make outsized tourists fit in 

without disturbing the local residents such as  investing on parking lots, transport stations , sub ways, 

underpasses bridge , flyovers, pavement areas, over bridges, cross road links , service roads etc. 

7. Creation of   sustainable growth strategy - Above all , creating  sustainable growth strategy through 

rigorous long term planning through involving all community stake holders and by developing alternate 

tourism destination blue prints.  

The tourism policy making-Over tourism has become a chief concern for an increasing number of destinations 

as tourism number continue to grow , stimulated by general economic and technological growth and the expansion 

of the  global middle class. This coupled with relentless promotion of tourism by many organizations and 

destinations has increased tourism despite growing opposition to excessive development. There is a need to think 

of taking a multi disciplinary approach to review and explain issues of over tourism. 

1. The tourism policy makers need to take up a multi fangled approach of the current situation  of over tourism  

2. They have to closely monitor  forces  which enable over tourism.  

3. This is a need to take up case studies from a range of destinations around the country both urban and rural 

which share the same problems.  

4. This case study method will enable policy makers to draw each destination’s issues.  

5. There is a need to comprise a discussion among all stake holders regarding potential improvement methods 

& approaches and a final assessment of future developments of a tourist destination on a more sustainable 

way.  

6. The focus and relevance of all tourist policy making  need to focus on  offering  insights into sustainable 

destination development  and solution for how to address the issue of over tourism on a wider diversity issues  

7. Tourism policy makers need to consider over tourism as a  growing phenomenon in tourism which  is currently 

creating tensions in both urban and rural tourist destination across India.  

Conclusion: Thus, over tourism is causing excessive influence eon local population and now is the time for policy 

making. Local community stake holders have a big role in avoiding or in proposing proper guidelines towards 

providing tourism activities in the destination. Government need to take the support of the local governments in 

finding sustainable growth perspectives for  tourism instead of spotlighting only monetary benefits of accrued 

from tourism; all stake holders need to contemplate about socio cultural impact of over tourism.   
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